
ERIDAto maximize the sales of displayed frozen goods



ecoERIDA
This low temperature multideck freezer 
cabinet ensures the preservation 
of frozen foods at temperatures of 
18 to -20 ˚C, and -22 to -24 ˚C. The 
temperature is evenly distributed 
throughout all the inner spaces 
between the shelves. Large-sized 
glass panels provide an outstandingly 
clear view of the products even from 
a distance. Anti-condensation foil on 
the internal pane reliably prevents 
any fogging after opening. It is a 
convenient and cost-effective solution 
for any type of store. Multiplexible 
with other cabinets.

1560 2340 3120 3900

N/A

mm

OPTIONS:

| Doors LED lighting
| Stainless steel bumper / protection 
rails
| Endwall alternatives (panoramic; 
solid)
| Hot gas defrost (in use with R290)

KEY BENEFITS:

| Alternative depths and heights
| Front bumper
| Multiplexible device
| Glass doors
| Wide choice of colors for the exterior 
and interior (RAL pallet)
| Bimetallic thermometer with holder
| Defrost heater
| Polyurethane thermal insulation CFC 
free

HYDROLOOP

REMOTE

PLUG-IN

R448A R450A CO2 R290



ecoERIDA SLIM
With its small footprint, vertical freezer 
Erida Slim was designed to meet the 
needs for narrow exposition depth 
in small stores, mini markets and 
convenience stores. It fits into any store 
architecture and is a perfect solution 
for the sales of various frozen foods.  
Product features reduced energy 
consumption and elegant design which 
enhances the displayed products. Erida 
Slim can be multiplexed to obtain lines 
of various lengths.

1560 2340 3120 3900

N/A

mm

HYDROLOOP

REMOTE

PLUG-IN

R448A R450A CO2 R290

OPTIONS:

| Doors LED lighting
| Stainless steel bumper / protection 
rails
| Endwall alternatives (panoramic; 
solid)
| Hot gas defrost (in use with R290)

KEY BENEFITS:

| Optimized dimentions to fit in any 
store layout
| Alternative depths and heights
| Front bumper
| Multiplexible device
| Glass doors
| Wide choice of colors for the exterior 
and interior (RAL pallet)
| Bimetallic thermometer with holder
| Defrost heater
| Polyurethane thermal insulation CFC 
free



Model Lenght without endwalls
(mm)

Operating temperature
ºC (+25 ºC, 60% RH)

Exposition space
(m2)

Volume
(m3)

Rated voltage
(V)

1560
2340
3120
3900

1560
2340
3120
3900

1560
2340
3120
3900

1560
2340
3120
3900

Erida L /
Erida L plug-in

Erida H /
Erida H plug-in

Erida Slim H plug-in

Erida Slim L plug-in

-18...-20 ºC / -22...-24 ºC

-18...-20 ºC / -22...-24 ºC

-18...-20 ºC / -22...-24 ºC

-18...-20 ºC / -22...-24 ºC

4.68
7.02
9.36

11.70

5.60
8.40

11.20
14.00

4.14
6.20
8.27

10.33

3.46
5.18
6.91
8.64

1.59
2.39
3.18
3.98

1.79
2.69
3.59
4.49

1.33
2.06
2.65
3.31

1.18
1.83
2.35
2.94

400

400

400

400

Erida L Erida L plug-in Erida Slim L plug-in

Erida H Erida H plug-in Erida Slim H plug-in


